Since the launch of the Materials Genome Initiative by the US government in 2011, many computer techniques have been developed to predict the structures and properties of advanced materials, providing important guidance for laboratory experimentation and a promising new direction for future materials innovation. However, lots of inorganic materials are difficult for computers to process because of their complex three-dimensionally extended structures. Fortunately, many of these materials are built from well-defined stacking layer modules, and the stacking sequences of their layer modules unambiguously determine their three-dimensional structures. Such one-dimensional stacking sequence representation is naturally accessible for computer processing, easing the problems not only of structure elucidation, but also in the enumeration, evaluation, and screening of a large number of unknown materials with desired properties. More importantly, with the aid of various computational methods, we may reveal the relationship between the stacking sequences and the properties of these materials, which is a key prerequisite for function-led targeted synthesis. This Minireview covers the most recent progress in this emerging area.
Introduction
The recent advances in science and technology, the rapid growth of various industries, and the improvement in the quality of our daily life, largely rely on the discovery of new functional materials. Unfortunately, today's materials innovation still relies primarily on researchers' scientic intuition and trial-and-error experimentation. Owing to the rapid development in both hardware and soware, computers have been increasingly involved in our daily scientic activity, and their potential to accelerate materials innovation has been widely recognised. In 2011, the US government launched the Materials Genome Initiative aiming to develop high-throughput computer methods and data-sharing systems to complement and fully leverage existing experimental research on advanced materials.
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In particular, the incorporation of various computational techniques in materials innovation has recently achieved noteworthy success in predicting the structures and properties of various types of unknown materials. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, the extremely high computational overheads make these techniques only applicable to a very small number of materials. Therefore, high-throughput computational techniques for the enumeration, evaluation, and screening of a large number of unknown materials are highly desired.
Inorganic functional materials usually have complex threedimensionally extended crystalline structures. Because the computational cost rises exponentially with the structural complexity, in silico predictions of the structures and the properties of inorganic functional materials are usually challenging. Fortunately, many inorganic materials can be viewed as the result of the sequential stacking of well-dened layer modules. Every unique way of layer stacking determines a specic modular structure. If each type of layer module is assigned a predened letter, then the manner of layer stacking, as well as the corresponding three-dimensional modular structure, can be written as a sequence of letters. By enumerating all possible stacking sequences of specic layer modules, we can restore the atomic models for all corresponding materials, known and unknown. Via various computational approaches, we may reveal the relationship between a material's stacking sequence and its properties, so that we can perform high-throughput structure evaluation for these models and identify the most promising synthetic candidates with desired properties. With the development of various synthetic techniques, function-led synthesis of these modular materials can be achieved.
In this Minireview, we will discuss the computational approaches recently developed for the prediction of the structures and properties of inorganic materials by enumerating their stacking sequences. Here we only consider inorganic functional materials whose atomic structures can be unambiguously determined, and the layer modules in these materials are bound together through strong chemical bonds. These materials include a variety of metals, minerals, and synthetic inorganic compounds that have been widely used as catalysts, semiconductors, battery cathodes, capacitors, etc. Following the conventional nomenclature, 20, 21 here we categorise the modular structures into two groups: the polytypic series and the polysomatic series. A polytypic series is a group of structures that are all built by chemically and structurally identical layer modules. Each member in this polytypic series is a polytype, and different polytypes differ only in the spatial arrangement of the layer modules (Fig. 1a) . In contrast, the polysomatic series are formed by polysomes, each of which is built by chemically and/or structurally distinct layer modules. Besides stacking sequences, the chemical compositions may also be different among polysomes (Fig. 1b) .
Polytypic series
Close-packed structures Many metals, alloys, and inorganic compounds exhibit closepacked structures. A close-packed structure is built by the stacking of identical layers of atoms. Every atom in these layers is in contact with six of its neighbours in the same layer, so these layers have a symmetry of 6mm and they are oen referred to as hexagonal close-packed layers (Fig. 2) . Each layer has two types of triangular voids for atoms in adjacent layers to occupy. If we name the beginning layer "A", the next layer would be named "B" or "C" depending on which voids it occupies. Notice that layers A, B, and C are chemically and structurally identical; they only differ in their relative positions (Fig. 2) . The stacking of these layers can be described as a sequence of letters A, B, and C, and the length of the stacking sequence represents the periodicity of the layer stacking. Because all of the layers are close packed, there are no identical successive letters in their stacking sequences. Different polytypes correspond to different stacking sequences. For instance, a stacking sequence of [AB] represents a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) polytype, where each layer's neighbours are identical; [ABC] represents a cubic closepacked (ccp) or face-centred cubic (fcc) polytype, where each layer's neighbours are distinct.
[AB] and [ABC] are the two basic structures of close packing; all other close-packed polytypes can be viewed as combinations of hexagonal and cubic close packing. "Hexagonality", dened as the proportion of hexagonal close packing in a given close-packed polytype, has been found to be related to many of the physical and chemical properties of close-packed structures. There are many other types of notations used in the literature for close-packed structures, 22 which are beyond the topic of this Minireview and won't be discussed here.
Because of the correspondence between polytypes and their stacking sequences, we can generate all close-packed structures by enumerating all the possible stacking sequences. In theory, close packing of N layers would produce 2 NÀ1 polytypes. Most of these polytypes are equivalent among one another, so we have to avoid or remove them during enumeration in order to keep the distinct polytypes only. Taking advantage of many sophisticated algorithms that have been proposed so far, we can now enumerate an astronomical number of close-packed polytypes with a periodicity over 100. [23] [24] [25] However, it is practically impossible to perform expensive chemical computations for all of these polytypes. Therefore, current studies in high-level computational evaluation of close-packed structures usually involve no more than 100 polytypes.
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Gold, like many other metals, takes the [ABC] polytype (fcc) as the most stable structure under ambient conditions. When pressure increases, gold may exhibit different structures. In 2013, Ishikawa and coworkers performed rst-principles calculations to study the variation of the structure of gold under high pressures. 34 6 . Interestingly, the hexagonality of these ve polytypic structures exhibited a step-by-step increase in accordance with the pressure: 0.0 / 0.3333 / 0.5 / 0.8333 / 1.0. In contrast, previous calculations on iron in the earth's inner core showed a different trend. 35 At pressures up to 400 GPa, the hcp structure was the most stable polytype of iron, whereas the fcc structure was the least stable one. The enthalpy of the iron polytypes increased with the decrease of the hexagonality. This indicates that even identical stacking sequences may induce completely different properties in different systems. Any stacking information derived from one system should be double-checked when it is going to be applied to another system.
More complex close packing can be found in multimetallic systems. In 2015, Grau-Crespo and coworkers studied the structure of palladium multilayers grown on the (001) surface of rhenium. 36 Because the lattice parameters of Pd and Re were similar, they neglected the strain between the lattices of Pd and Re and assumed the Pd layers to be closely stacked on the surface of the Re support. It was already known that the (001) layers of Re took the hcp stacking (ABAB). To nd out the stacking scheme of Pd over the Re support, Grau-Crespo and coworkers enumerated the possible stacking of no more than four Pd layers over the hcp-stacking Re layers. Because of the existence of another metal, the close packing of Pd over Re would have many more polytypes than the close packing of individual metals. They discovered two close-packed polytypes for one Pd layer over Re, four polytypes for two Pd layers, eight polytypes for three Pd layers, and four polytypes for four Pd layers. Periodic DFT calculations revealed that the most stable stacking sequences for one, two, three, and four Pd layers over Re were ABABa, ABABac, ABABacb, and ABABacba, respectively ("ABAB" represents the hcp stacking of Re; the lowercase letters represent the stacking of Pd). These results agreed well with the experimental observation that the rst layer of Pd continued the hcp sequence of Re, whereas the second and the subsequent layers all preferred the fcc structure. Based on these results, Grau-Crespo and coworkers calculated the electronic structures of this bimetallic system and revealed a signicant amount of charge transfer from Re to Pd, mainly localised at the interface layers. , which agreed with the order of the cell voltages calculated assuming full delithiation. These results were consistent with the experimental observations. Interestingly, the orders of stability and cell voltages of these polytypes were the exact opposite of the order of their hexagonality. Knowing this relationship, the stability and cell voltage of more complex LiCoO 2 polytypes could be estimated without expensive rst-principles calculations.
Zeolites
Besides the close packing that renders dense materials, other ways of layer stacking may lead to porous or open-framework structures. Zeolites are a family of porous materials that have been widely used in petroleum rening, the petrochemical industry, and in the ne chemical industry, as catalysts, adsorbents, and ion-exchangers.
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The three-dimensional frameworks of zeolites are built exclusively from corner-sharing TO 4 tetrahedra (T denotes tetrahedrally coordinated Si, Al, or P, etc.). The different ways in which the TO 4 tetrahedra are connected lead to a wide variety of zeolite structures. 41 To date, there are over 200 distinct zeolite framework types discovered in nature or by synthesis. [42] [43] [44] Besides, millions of hypothetical zeolite frameworks have been predicted as potential synthetic candidates through various computational methods. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] Many zeolite structures can be described by the stacking of layer modules. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] In the days when computers were not popular, many unknown zeolite structures were predicted by manipulating the stacking of several of the most frequently observed layer modules. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] On the other hand, synthetic chemists recently discovered that new zeolite structures, even those deemed "unfeasible" according to conventional evaluation criteria, could be realised by controlling the assembly, disassembly, and reassembly of some known layer modules of zeolites. [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] This breakthrough in synthesis has drawn attention back to zeolite structures that are built by layer stacking. Among them, ABC-6 zeolites are a group of important representatives.
ABC-6 zeolites are built by the hexagonal stacking of identical 6-ring layers, where each 6-ring is built of six cornersharing TO 4 tetrahedra. Since these 6-ring layers are hexagonally stacked, there are three possible positions for them to occupy. Following the notation used for close-packed structures, the 6-ring layers at these three positions are named A, B, and C, respectively (Fig. 3) . This is where the name "ABC-6" comes from. To date, there are 30 distinct ABC-6 polytypes discovered. Different from the close-packed structures where no successive layers are identical, ABC-6 polytypes allow their constituent layers to be stacked directly upon themselves, i.e., the stacking sequences of ABC-6 polytypes may contain "AA", "BB", or "CC". Thus, ABC-6 zeolites may have, in theory, many more polytypes than close-packed structures with the same stacking periodicity (Fig. 3) . In the early 1980s, Smith and Bennett counted the possible operations between successive 6-ring layers in ABC-6 zeolites and got 941 distinct stacking sequences with periodicities of #11. 68 In 2015, Yu and coworkers enumerated the ABC-6 stacking sequences directly and reached a periodicity up to 16 . 69 Aer removal of all chemically infeasible ones, 70 they found 84 292 distinct ABC-6 stacking sequences. In comparison, hexagonal close packing of #16 layers leads to only 901 polytypes. 23 From the 84 292 enumerated ABC-6 stacking sequences, they built up the corresponding atomic models and rened them via a classical molecular mechanics approach.
The next step was high-throughput property prediction for all the enumerated polytypes. In ABC-6 zeolites, there exist various types of well-dened polyhedral cages in molecular dimensions, as well as interconnecting channels running along several directions. These cages and channels provide suitable void space for the adsorption, diffusion, and reaction of various types of guest species, being the most important structural features for ABC-6 zeolites. Yu and coworkers developed a highthroughput decoding program to extract this key structural information directly from the stacking sequences of ABC-6 structures (Fig. 3) . With this computer program, they analysed all 84 292 enumerated ABC-6 stacking sequences, and for each corresponding ABC-6 polytype, they got the key information about the constituent cages and channels. Furthermore, they identied 1127 ABC-6 polytypes as the most realisable synthetic candidates among all the enumerated ones, because they were built by no more than four types of cages, just as all alreadyrealised ABC-6 zeolites were. Under conventional hydrothermal conditions, Yu and coworkers successfully realised two of their synthetic targets, conrming the reliability of their predictions. Knowing the constituent cages of an ABC-6 polytype would have another advantage. Many chemical properties of ABC-6 zeolites, such as the catalytic activity for a specic reaction, were difficult to predict directly for all the ABC-6 polytypes because of the high computational overheads. Yu and coworkers showed that the number of ABC-6 cage types was very limited in comparison with the total number of ABC-6 polytypes. It was possible to calculate the catalytic performance for all the ABC-6 cages through rst-principles calculations. When this was done, the catalytic activity of all the ABC-6 polytypes could be estimated immediately by checking their constituent cages and the calculated catalytic properties thereof.
Polysomatic series

Perovskite structures
The perovskite structure is adopted by many compounds, being one of the best-known structure types. The general chemical formula for perovskite compounds is ABX 3 , where "A" and "B" are two very different cations and "X" is an anion. The ideal symmetry for a perovskite structure is cubic, with A cations sitting at the lattice body centres, B cations at the lattice vertices, and X anions at the midpoints of the lattice edges. Alternatively, the perovskite structure can be described as the alternate stacking of [ 71 With various chemical substitutions at the A, B, and X sites, perovskite-related compounds have exhibited a wide variety of polysomes with intriguing electrical, magnetic, dielectric, optical, and catalytic properties.
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In 2013, Rosseinsky and coworkers developed an "extended module materials assembly" (EMMA) approach for the design of functional inorganic materials built from layer modules. Via this approach, new perovskite compounds, as well as their physical and chemical properties, can be predicted. 74 To design new perovskite compounds that can be used as solid oxide fuelcell (SOFC) cathodes, Rosseinsky and coworkers started with YBa 2 CaFe 5 O 13 , an already-known perovskite compound with oxygen vacancies. To reproduce this perovskite structure, they 
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Chem. Sci., 2016, 7, 3472-3481 | 3475 (Fig. 4a) . Considering the restriction of A-B alternation and the stoichiometry of this known material, Rosseinsky and coworkers enumerated the combinations of these layer modules and obtained 14 190 polysomes, each of which contained 184 atoms per unit cell. Aer initial structure relaxation via a fast force-eld approach, they found three polysomes (Fig. 4c) signicantly lower in energy than the others (Fig. 4b) . To improve the precision of their ranking, they performed periodic DFT calculations on these three polysomes and found the one with the lowest DFT energy corresponded to the known experimental structure of block . This implied that the predicted polysomes might be realisable through the layer-by-layer growth of known materials.
Mist layer compounds
Mist layer compounds are built from at least two types of layer modules whose basic periodicities do not coincide along one or two directions. Such materials have exhibited intriguing physical and chemical properties, showing their potential to be used as high-performance semiconductors, superconductors, thermoresistant composites, etc. 76 Most of the currently known mist layer compounds are synthetic chalcogenides built from the stacking of two different types of layer modules (Fig. 5) . One module has the formula of [MX] , where "M" is Sn, Pb, Bi, Sb, a rare earth metal, etc., and "X" is S, Se, Te, etc. This module is two-atoms thick and exhibits a distorted NaCl structure type. Here we call it the M-module. The other module is the Tmodule, which has the formula of [TX 2 ], where "T" can be Ti, V, Cr, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, etc. This T-module is three-atoms thick, with a layer of T atoms sandwiched by two layers of X atoms. Given d as the mist between the M-and T-modules, the general formula of the mist layer structures built by the stacking of m of the M-modules and t of the T-modules can be written as
Different from the strict A-B alternation in the perovskite polysomes, the stacking of the M-and T-modules in mist layer compounds does not have this restriction. Therefore, even a small number of layer modules could lead to over 20 000 incommensurate metastable polysomes. 77 Today's state-of-theart synthetic techniques allow researchers to precisely control the self-assembly of these layer modules. Therefore, these mist layer compounds can be synthesised in a more designed way than other conventional inorganic materials. 78 (Fig. 5) , which was the rst report of the targeted synthesis of extended inorganic polysomes through a nonepitaxial growth technique. 77 Through a similar approach, Johnson and coworkers also prepared the six polysomes of [[SnSe] 1+d ] 4 [NbSe 2 ] 4 (d ¼ 0.14-0.16). 80 The electrical properties measurement revealed metallic behaviour for all six polysomes. More importantly, the authors found that the charge transfer between constituent modules depended primarily on the number of successive [SnSe] layers, whereas the carrier mobility mainly depended on the number of successive [NbSe 2 ] layers. Since the constituent modules may have different functions, these mist layer compounds can be designed to optimise their performance by wisely choosing the ratios and stacking sequences of various types of constituent modules.
Considering the vast number of possible polysomes, nding a high-throughput method to predict the properties of yet-to-beprepared mist layer compounds becomes very important. Towards this end, Johnson and coworkers created a simplistic model to predict the properties of complex polysomes by calculating the weighted sums of the properties of their constituent building blocks. polysomes, this model predicted the carrier concentrations reasonably well, but did a poorer job on the resistivity prediction. Therefore, a more sophisticated high-throughput theoretical method is highly needed to predict the specic properties among the many potential mist layer polysomes that can be prepared.
MAX phases
The MAX phases are a family of hexagonal carbides or nitrides with a general formula of M n+1 AX n , where "M" is an early transition metal (Sc, Ti, Zr, Mo, etc.), "A" is a group 13 to 16 element (Al, Ga, Si, P, etc.), and "X" is C or N. Owing to their thermodynamically stable modular layered structures and the metal- like nature of their bonding, MAX phases are not only electrically and thermally conductive like metals, but also elastically rigid and lightweight like ceramics. Among all known MAX phases, Al-containing structures are of particular interest because of their exceptional oxidation resistance. More importantly, MXenes, a new family of two-dimensional materials possessing hydrophilicity, conductivity, and extremely high capacitance, can be prepared by selectively etching the Al layers in MAX phases.
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Understanding the inuence of layer stacking on the stability of MAX phases is key for the prediction and targeted synthesis of these materials. In 2015, Barsoum and coworkers studied the stabilities of two recently synthesised MAX phases, i.e., Mo 2 (Fig. 6) . Meanwhile, they also built some ordered structural models with different Mo/Ti ratios and some disordered models with Mo and Ti randomly distributed over the M-sites. DFT calculations revealed that the ordered polysomes consistent with the experimental structures were the most stable ones (the lemost structures in were a big contribution to the high formation energy in the unstable polysomes. This should be the driving force leading to the M-layer ordering observed in the experiment. Notice that both of these favoured and disfavoured congurations could be directly extracted from the stacking sequences of these polysomes. In more complex MAX systems that may have larger unit cells and many more polysomes to evaluate, we may instantly prescreen the infeasible polysomes with disfavoured stacking sequences and conduct computationally expensive rst-principles calculations only on those with favoured stacking sequences.
Summary and outlook
The past few years have seen rapid developments in materials science with the aid of various computational and informatics tools. These tools not only help us understand the experimental observations on a theoretical level, but also provide predictive information on unknown materials and properties. Since the pioneer scientists started to elucidate the simplest crystal structures a century ago, many three-dimensionally extended solid structures have been described as the stacking of layer modules. The advantage of this representation is not only the simplication of complex structures, but also its convenience to build topological relations among similar polymorphs. More importantly, it signicantly eases the problems of structure predictions, which is a prerequisite for function-led materials innovation. Although the stacking sequences of inorganic materials still cannot be "engineered" in a way we manipulate the DNA of organisms, recent progress in this eld has shed some light towards this direction.
The next challenge is to develop a general routine for highthroughput structure evaluation, through which we can quickly estimate the physical and chemical properties of a large number of predicted structures and pick out the ones with desired properties as our synthetic targets. This requires a signicant enhancement in the efficiency of our current computational tools. The developing distributed computing techniques might be one of the solutions. These techniques aim to divide complex computational tasks into many smaller ones and solve them among a group of networked but loosely coupled computers. These computers, which can be located at different places all over the world, form a grid. In theory, there is no upper limit for the number or size of the grids. Everyday, millions of computer owners voluntarily donate their computing resources to several huge grids to help scientists solve computationally intensive problems. Actually, some of the computational tasks in materials science have recently been solved via these new techniques. [84] [85] [86] [87] We can envisage that with the development of computer hardware and internet algorithms, distributed computing will play a more important role in materials innovation in the near future. An alternative solution could be the data mining techniques, which include a variety of computer algorithms that are capable of "learning" the already-known experimental and computational facts stored in databases, discovering the hidden structure-property patterns, and making predictions on the properties of complex structures that are currently experimentally or computationally inaccessible. We are now in the era of "big data"; we create an enormous amount of experimental and computational data every day. Data mining techniques process these data in a purely mathematical manner without touching the deepest physical and chemical theories that require intensive computations. Therefore, data mining techniques are capable of making analyses, evaluations, and predictions much quicker than any conventional computational chemistry approach. Being an important part of the Materials Genomes Initiative, data mining techniques have already shown their potential in high-throughput structure and property predictions for a large number of advanced materials.
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We have shown in this Minireview that it is possible to estimate specic properties directly from the stacking sequences in some cases. With the aid of various data mining techniques (especially the "text mining" techniques), we may soon nd some general models to estimate more complex properties from the stacking sequences of inorganic modular materials. When large-scale structure evaluation and property prediction become possible we will be able to identify the most promising synthetic targets according to our functional needs from a large number of theoretical candidates and experimentally realise them with the aid of various state-of-the-art synthetic techniques.
